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CA Series
Sunlite 01328 Incandescent Petite Flame
Tip, Chandelier Light Bulb, 15 Watts, 105
Lumens, Candelabra Base (E12),
Dimmable, for Chandeliers, Lamps,
Fixtures, Clear, 25 Count
Chandelier

DESCRIPTION:
Sunlite lighting 25 pack classic incandescent chandelier lamps
deliver a comfortable warm light to any setting while only
utilizing 15W of energy to produce a comfortable 2600K warm
white light. Ideal for a wide range of settings in part to not
containing the hazardous chemical, mercury, that's commonly
found in competing bulbs. Featuring a Candelabra (E12) base,
these lamps were meticulously designed to fit in a variety of
applications. With an average lamp life of 1500 hours, Sunlite
lighting's chandelier bulbs do more than just illuminate a room;
these bulbs add a layer of life to any and all décor

FEATURES:
§ INCANDESCENT BULB – These chandelier bent tip bulbs

employ 15 watts of energy and a standard 120 volts.
Decorative flame shaped bulbs for all wall sconces, lamps,
stylish home decor Lighting as well as more subtle general
purpose Lighting

§ FLAME TIP BULB - This glass, flame tip CA8 bulb
produces a warm white comfortable 2600K beam of warm
white light. Decorative flame shaped bulbs for all wall
sconces, lamps, stylish home decor Lighting

§ CANDELABRA BASE - Standard Candelabra base (E12) is
compatible with a wide variety of chandeliers and other
fixtures

§ LOW ENERGY USE - This 15 watt bulb uses only $1.81 of
electricity per year (based on 3 hours/day use at
$0.11/kWh). On average, these dimmable bulbs last an
astonishing 1500 hours

§ MERCURY FREE - This incandescent bulb contains no
mercury or other harmful chemicals. The bulb is 3.41
inches in overall height and 1.01 inches in diameter
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SPECIFICATIONS:

General Characteristics
Bulb Shape CA10
Average Rated Hours 1500
Finish Clear
Base Candelabra Screw (E12)
Average Life Span Years 1

Electrical Characteristics
Watts 15

Product Dimensions
MOL (in) 3.87
Diameter (in) 1.37
Item Dimension (in) (W) 1.37 (H) 3.87 (D) 1.37
Item Weight (lb) 1.21
Package Dimension (in) (W) 7.5 (H) 4.12 (D) 7.25
Package Weight (lb) 1.21

Product Data
Case Unit Rate 10
Pack Size 25
Item UPC 653703013282
Package Type Box
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